
Red-Yellow-Green Indicator Programmer's manual

Red-Yellow-Green Display 
Programmer's manual

This software is used in the following models.

• RYG-03B Red-Yellow-Green indicator and 
programmable beep tone generator with pizzo 
speaker.

• RYG-011B Red-Yellow-Green indicator and 
Beeper.

• RYG-015B Relay module with relays for Red-
Yellow-Green indicator run or beep relay and 
Programmable beep tone generator with 2 watt 
audio amplifier to drive a loud speaker.

• RYG-019B Red-Yellow-Green indicator with 
Programmable beep tone generator with 2 watt 
audio amplifier to drive a loud speaker.

• RYG-200B Red-Yellow-Green indicator with 
Beeper or Programmable beep tone generator 
with 2 watt audio amplifier to drive a loud 
speaker.

• RYG-400B Red-Yellow-Green indicator with 
Beeper or Programmable beep tone generator 
with 2 watt audio amplifier to drive a loud 
speaker.

Recently added Features:

- Added RLY02P1 to RLY08P1 commands.

- Also modified the config to be able to define 8 different 
register beeps.

- Added the "A000 command to permit the unit to be 
addressable.

Red, Yellow, Green Indicator Lamp Unit

Beeper Options.
• Programmable beep tone generator. This is audio 

output that drives a loud speaker or piezo speaker.

• Beeper. This is either a ground closure or relay 
output for operating a fixed tone beeper, buzzer or 
horn.

Commands and Instructions.

Power up sequence.

The green, yellow, and red lamps light slowly in sequence 
over and over until the first command is received on the serial 
port or until the wakeup timer times out and the unit goes to 
sleep. Typically two complete cycles through the LEDs will 
put it to sleep. The unit goes to sleep if no serial data is 
received for more than a few seconds. The unit is awakened 
when a command is received on the serial port.

Unaddressed Command Summary.
• RLY0nPs - Beep the programmable beep tone 

generator for a specified duration.

• RLY@x - Turn the Red-Yellow-Green indicators, 
run status output and beep relay on or off.

• RLYnx - Turn four individual relays on or off.

Addressed Command Summary.
• "A0xx - Enable the addressed mode.

• "R@x - Set the RYG indicators to the values in 'x'. 
Addressed version of RLY@x.

• “R0nPs - Beep the beeper for a specified duration. 
Addressed version of RLY0nPs.

• "B#shhhhhhhh - Generate a beep on the beep tone 
generator output with this sequence.

• "Bsnt - Play the predefined beep sequence.

• "BsntSr! - Store the predefined beep sequence into 
register 'r'.

• "Brs - Play the beep sequence stored in register 
'r'.

Key Command Summary.
• "KPn - Toggle the state of the selected relay.

Unaddressed Commands detail:
RLY0nPs - Beep the beeper for a specified duration

where "n" is the register number 1 through 8.
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n = Digit 1 to 8 register number.

where "s" is the duration.

s = Digit 0 to 9 and :;<=>? length of time to beep beeper.

RLY@xlsdd - Turn the Red-Yellow-Green indicators on 
or off. Where "x" contains the lamp status.

The option ID must be either 0 or 63.

Where "x" has a range of  0 to 31.

Bit 4 – Relay K4 / Beeper relay (1=ON, 0=OFF)

Bit 3 - Timer running status.

Bit 2 - Relay K3 and Red Indicator Lamp

Bit 1 - Relay K2 and Yellow Indicator Lamp

Bit 0 - Relay K1 and Green Indicator Lamp

l = Not used

s = Only bit 5 used. When bit 5 is set, the LEDs flash 
rapidly. Twice per second.

Dd = Display brightness where the value is 00 to 99 in ten 
brightness steps. Ie: 00, 10, 20... 90. The brightness feature 
must be ordered for this feature to function.

RLYnx - Turn four individual relays on or off.

Where "n" contains the module ID in the range 1 to 63.

The "n" has a range of "A"=1, "B"=2 to "~"=62.

The ID must match the option ID jumpers.

Where "x" contains the relay status.

The "x" has a range of 0 to 15.

Bit 4 - Relay K4 and Beeper and LED

Bit 3 - Relay Run Output

Bit 2 - Relay K3 and Red Indicator Lamp

Bit 1 - Relay K2 and Yellow Indicator Lamp

Bit 0 - Relay K1 and Green Indicator Lamp

Addressed Commands detail:
"A0xx - Enable the addressed mode.

If this command is not sent to the unit, it will respond to all 
commands. Once this command has been sent, it will only 
respond when addressed with the correct unit address.

In this mode, the unit responds to a single unit address. The 
only commands affected are “R and “B. All other commands 
ignore the addressed mode and are always processed.

Where "xx" has an ASCHEX range of “A000 to “A01F.

To use this command, address each of the modules with a 
unique unit address.

To send a command to the device with the unit address of 0, 
send the command “A000 “Rx.

To send a command to the device with the unit address of 3, 
send the command “A003 “Rx.

"R@x - Set the RYG indicators to the values in 'x'.

This command is the same as RLY@x

Where "x" has a range of 0 to 31.

Bit 4 - Beeper output (1=ON, 0=OFF)

Bit 3 - Timer running status.

Bit 2 - Relay K3 and Red Indicator Lamp

Bit 1 - Relay K2 and Yellow Indicator Lamp

Bit 0 - Relay K1 and Green Indicator Lamp

l = Not used

s = Only bit 5 used. When bit 5 is set, the LEDs clash rapidly. 
Twice per second.

Dd = Display brightness where the value is 00 to 99 in ten 
brightness steps. Ie: 00, 10, 20... 90. The brightness feature 
must be ordered for this feature to function.

“R0nPs - Beep the beeper and close relay K4 for a specified 
duration

where "n" is the register number 1 through 8.

n = Digit 1 to 8 register number.

where "s" is the duration.

s = Digit 0 to 9 and :;<=>? length of time to beep beeper.

"B#shhhhhhhh - Generate a beep with this sequence.
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hhhhhhhh = Hex value up to 1 to 8 digits.

h is defined as:

0 = ---- - End of beep sequence

1 = DS   - Dit  followed by space, Tone 3

2 = DS   - Dit  followed by space, Tone 2

3 = DS   - Dit  followed by space, Tone 1

4 = SSSS - Insert a space (4 Dits)

5 = DDDS - Dah followed by space, Tone 2

6 = DDDS - Dah followed by space, Tone 3

7 = DDDS - Dah followed by space, Tone 1

8 = D    - Dit  without space, Tone 4

9 = D    - Dit  without space, Tone 3

A = D    - Dit  without space, Tone 2

B = D    - Dit  without space, Tone 1

C = DDD  - Dah without space, Tone 4

D = DDD  - Dah without space, Tone 3

E = DDD  - Dah without space, Tone 2

F = DDD  - Dah without space, Tone 1

Examples:

"B#333 = Morse code "S"

"B#373 = Morse code "R"

"B#3334373 = Morse code "RS"

"B#shhhhhhhhSr!  - Save beep with this sequence into 
register 'r'

s = Speed: Digit 0 to 9 and :;<=>?

hhhhhhhh = Hex value up to 1 to 8 digits.

r = Register number. (@,A-O)

"Bsnt - Play the predefined beep sequence.

s = Speed: Digit 0 to 9 and :;<=>?

n = Beep pattern 0-9,@,A-Z and special characters.

t = Tone: @ = Use predefined beep tones.

A to O = Use selected beep tones.

P = Use beep relay

"BsntSr! - Store the predefined beep sequence into register 
'r'.

s = Speed: Digit 0 to 9 and :;<=>?

n = Beep pattern 0-9,@,A-Z and special characters.

t = Tone: @ = Use predefined beep tones.

A to O = Use selected beep tones.

P = Use beep relay

r = Register number. (@,A-O)

"Brs - Play the beep sequence stored in register 'r'.

r = Register number. @,A-O

s = Speed: Digit 0 to 9 and :;<=>?

"B@s - Same as RLY01Ps

"BAs - Same as RLY02Ps, etc.

"B%fff - Play the  audio sound with the file name 
AUDIOfff.MP3.

fff = Audio file name.  AUDIOfff.MP3

"B%123 - Play the  audio sound with the file name 
AUDIO123.MP3.

Key Commands detail:

"KPn - Toggle the state of the selected relay.

Where "n" has a range of 0 - 3 or 4 - 7 depending on the 
oprtation mode setting. See the user manual for details.

“KP0 or “KP4 – Toggles the state of the green relay. If it is 
on, it is turned off. If it is off, it is turned on. This has the 
same effect as momentarily grounding remote input 1 on the 
REM connector.

“KP1 or “KP5 – Toggles the state of the yellow relay. If it is 
on, it is turned off. If it is off, it is turned on. This has the 
same effect as momentarily grounding remote input 2 on the 
REM connector.

“KP2 or “KP6 – Toggles the state of the red relay. If it is on, 
it is turned off. If it is off, it is turned on. This has the same 
effect as momentarily grounding remote input 3 on the REM 
connector.
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“KP3 or “KP7 – Toggles the state of the beep relay. If it is 
on, it is turned off. If it is off, it is turned on. This has the 
same effect as momentarily grounding remote input 4 on 
the REM connector.

“KPK – Toggles the state of the run relay. If it is on, it is 
turned off. If it is off, it is turned on.

Option Selections
The option jumpers have different meanings depending on 
the setting of certain jumpers.

Setup the jumpers, then momentarily press the button until 
the desired effect is heard on the beeper.

To save the new settings, Press and hold the Test button 
until the RYG indicators blink.

Jumper = 0000xxxx  Do not change the options. (no 
jumpers installed)

Each press of the button steps to the next Register number 
1 to 8.

The beep sequence associated with the respective register 
will sound.

The RYG indicators display the register number where: 
save_reg_num

All OFF = register 1 Cmd: RLY01Ps

--G On  = register 2 Cmd: RLY02Ps

-Y- On  = register 3 Cmd: RLY03Ps

-YG On  = register 4 Cmd: RLY04Ps

R-- On  = register 5 Cmd: RLY05Ps

R-G On  = register 6 Cmd: RLY06Ps

RY- On  = register 7 Cmd: RLY07Ps

RYG On  = register 8 Cmd: RLY08Ps

NOTE: The 's' is ignored. Any value 0-9 may be put here.

Jumper = 1000xxxx
Each press of the button steps to the next Predefined 
sequence.

The new sequence will be heard on the speaker.

When the desired sequence is selected, press and hold 
the button for 2 seconds or more. The new sequence 
will be stored.

Jumper = 0100xxxx
Each press of the button steps to the next Tone 0 to 16. The 
new tone(s) will be heard on the speaker.

When the desired tone is selected, press and hold the 
button for 2 seconds or more. The new tone will be stored.

Jumper = 0010xxxx
Each press of the button steps to the next Speed 0-15. The 
new speed will be heard on the speaker.

When the desired speed is selected, press and hold the 
button for 2 seconds or more. The new speed will be 
stored.

Jumper = 0001xxxx
Each press of the button steps to the next unit address 0-31

When the desired unit address is selected, press and hold 
the button for 2 seconds or more. The new unit address 
will be stored.

Jumper = 1100xxxx
Each press of the button steps to the next operational 
mode.

When the desired operational mode  is selected, press and 
hold the button for 2 seconds or more. The new unit 
address will be stored.

Operational Modes

Setup Configuration Serial Port 
Command

Display

Remote Inputs Toggle 
Lamp/Relay State

None M-00
None M-01

Remote Inputs Closes 
Lamp/Relays 
Momentarily

None M-02
None M-03

Setup Configuration Serial Port Display
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Command
Remote Inputs Toggle 
Lamp/Relay State

“KP0 - “KP3 M-04
“KP4 - “KP7 M-05

Remote Inputs Closes 
Lamp/Relays 
Momentarily

“KP0 - “KP3 M-06
“KP4 - “KP7 M-07

Display to view option settings
Since this unit does not have a display, you are working 
blind when you are changing settings. There are two 
ways to alleviate this problem.

Connect the TX422 output to an Alzatex display unit. 
The unit address or other parameter will appear in the 
display.

Connect the TX422 output through a serial port adapter 
to a computer. Start up a terminal program. The unit 
address (or other parameter) will appear in the terminal 
program.

Remove all the jumpers when configuration is complete 
to prevent any further configuration changes.

You can re-install the jumpers, but turn them 90 degrees 
so that they will not get lost.

RLY Command bit assignments
There are the bit assignments for the command byte 
received on the serial port and put into the RYG status

Name Bit Function

RJUSTIFY_BIT 5 Right justify the incoming 
string.

BEEPER_BIT 4 Beeper Speaker

T_RUN_BIT 3 Timer is Running

RED_BIT 2 Red Indicator Lamp

YEL_BIT 1 Yellow Indicator Lamp

GRN_BIT 0 Green Indicator Lamp

NOTE: The RJUSTIFY does not apply to the RYG units.  
It is only for numeric or alpha-numeric displays.
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